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Offers a concise and accessible presentation of important concepts for beginning designers, and experienced practitioners will
appreciate its insightful and practical coverage of the relationship between building structures and interior spaces. A broad range
of rich illustrations communicates visual information and ploughs fertile ground for creative ideas and inspiration.
The Environmental Design Pocketbook 2nd ed places the information you need for sustainable, low energy building design at your
fingertips. Packed with diagrams, tools and tips, it cuts through the complex mass of technical data and legislation that faces the
designer, and distils all the key guidance into a single reference that is quick, easy to use and points to the facts, figures and
performance data that are most important. This 2nd edition is now fully up-to-date with the latest Building Regulations Part L and F
legislation (England and Wales), RIBA Plan of Work 2013, new information on the Green Deal and Zero Carbon and contains
revised references and further reading sections throughout. Whether used in the classroom, office or on-site, the book guides the
designer through the entire process; from the fundamentals to the building details. From future-proofing for a changing climate to
rainwater harvesting, retrofit, and zero-carbon technologies - the Pocketbook has got it covered.
THE CLASSIC GUIDE TO DRAWING FOR DESIGNERS, REVISED AND UPDATED TO INCLUDE CURRENT DIGITALDRAWING TECHNIQUES Hand drawing is an integral part of the design process and central to the architecture profession. An
architect's precise interpretation and freedom of expression are captured through hand drawing, and it is perhaps the most
fundamental skill that the designer must develop in order to communicate thoughts and ideas effectively. In his distinctive style,
world-renowned author Francis D. K. Ching presents Design Drawing, Third Edition, the classic guide to hand drawing that clearly
demonstrates how to use drawing as a practical tool for formulating and working through design problems. While digital tools
continue to evolve, this Third Edition includes new illustrations and information on the latest digital-drawing techniques. Design
Drawing, Third Edition covers the basics of drawing, including line, shape, tone, and space. Guiding the reader step-by-step
through the entire drawing process, this Third Edition also examines different types of drawing techniques such as multiview,
paraline, and perspective drawings—and reveals how the application of these techniques creates remarkable results. In addition,
Design Drawing, Third Edition: • Features over 1,500 hand drawings—stunning illustrations in the author's signature style that
reinforce the concepts and lessons of each chapter • Offers new exercises and illustrative examples that range in complexity •
Presents all-new digital drawing topics, such as hybrid floor plans, digital models and fabrication, and hand-to-digital fluency •
Includes access to a new website featuring videos of the author demonstrating freehand techniques in a step-by-step manner in
the studio and on location Written and illustrated for professional architects, designers, fine artists, illustrators, instructors and
students, Design Drawing, Third Edition is an all-in-one package and effective tool that clearly demonstrates drawing concepts and
techniques in a visually stimulating format that outshines other works in the field.
Offering a unique view of Japanese life, this is the first of Ching's books to focus on the pure joy of drawing. The author is one of
the world's greatest graphic communicators, as well as a registered architect and a professor at the University of Washington.
The classic visual guide to the basics of building construction, now with the most current information For nearly three decades,
Building Construction Illustrated has offered an outstanding introduction to the principles of building construction. This new edition
of the revered classic remains as relevant as ever-providing the latest information in Francis D.K. Ching's signature style. Its rich
and comprehensive approach clearly presents all of the basic concepts underlying building construction and equips readers with
useful guidelines for approaching virtually any new materials or techniques they may encounter. Laying out the material and
structural choices available, it provides a full under-standing of how these choices affect a building's form and dimensions.
Complete with more than 1,000 illustrations, the book moves through each of the key stages of the design process, from site
selection to building components, mechanical systems, and finishes. Illustrated throughout with clear and accurate drawings that
present the state of the art in construction processes and materials Updated and revised to include the latest knowledge on
sustainability, incorporation of building systems, and use of new materials Archetypal drawings offer clear inspiration for designers
and drafters Reflects the most current building codes and CSI Master Format numbering scheme With its comprehensive and lucid
presentation of everything from foundations and floor systems to finish work, Building Construction Illustrated, Fourth Edition
equips students and professionals in all areas of architecture and construction with useful guidelines for approaching virtually any
new materials or techniques they may encounter in building planning, design, and construction.
A unique graphical guide for using architectural terminology to jump-start the design process This design studio companion
presents architectural terms with special emphasis on using these terms to generate design ideas. It highlights the architectural
thinking behind the terminology and helps readers gain a thorough understanding of space and form. Featuring double-page
spreads with over 190 illustrated entries, the book fully explores, analyzes, and cross-references key elements and techniques
used in architecture and interior design. Each entry first defines the common meaning of the term, then goes on to discuss in detail
its generative possibilities. Scenarios involving the use of a design principle, or the way it might be experienced, further aid
students in developing strategies for their own design. In addition, Language of Space and Form: Divides entries into five
categories for quick access to concepts, including process and generation, organization and ordering, operation and experience,
objects and assemblies, and representation and communication Addresses studio practice from the ground up, encouraging
readers to develop creativity and critical thinking as they develop a design process Offers supplemental online learning resources,
including exercises that correspond to the book A must-have reference for professionals and students in architecture and interior
design, Language of Space and Form is destined to become a classic introduction to design thinking.
Traditionally, scientific fields have defined boundaries, and scientists work on research problems within those boundaries.
However, from time to time those boundaries get shifted or blurred to evolve new fields. For instance, the original goal of computer
vision was to understand a single image of a scene, by identifying objects, their structure, and spatial arrangements. This has
been referred to as image understanding. Recently, computer vision has gradually been making the transition away from
understanding single images to analyzing image sequences, or video Video understanding deals with understanding of video
understanding. sequences, e.g., recognition of gestures, activities, facial expressions, etc. The main shift in the classic paradigm
has been from the recognition of static objects in the scene to motion-based recognition of actions and events. Video
understanding has overlapping research problems with other fields, therefore blurring the fixed boundaries. Computer graphics,
image processing, and video databases have obvi ous overlap with computer vision. The main goal of computer graphics is to
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generate and animate realistic looking images, and videos. Re searchers in computer graphics are increasingly employing
techniques from computer vision to generate the synthetic imagery. A good exam pIe of this is image-based rendering and
modeling techniques, in which geometry, appearance, and lighting is derived from real images using computer vision techniques.
Here the shift is from synthesis to analy sis followed by synthesis. Image processing has always overlapped with computer vision
because they both inherently work directly with images.
The classic visual guide to the basics of building construction,now with a 3D digital building model for interactive learning For over
three decades, Building Construction Illustratedhas offered an outstanding introduction to the principles ofbuilding construction.
This new edition of the revered classicremains as relevant as ever, providing the latest information inFrancis D.K. Ching's
signature style. Its rich and comprehensiveapproach clearly presents all of the basic concepts underlyingbuilding construction.
New to this edition are digital enhancements delivered as anonline companion to the print edition and also embedded in ebookeditions. Features include a 3D model showing how buildingcomponents come together in a final project. llustrated
throughout with clear and accurate drawings thatpresent the state of the art in construction processes andmaterials Updated and
revised to include the latest knowledge onsustainability, incorporation of building systems, and use of newmaterials Contains
archetypal drawings that offer clear inspiration fordesigners and drafters Reflects the 2012 International Building Codes and 2012
LEEDsystem This new edition of Building Construction Illustratedremains as relevant as ever, with the most current
knowledgepresented in a rich and comprehensive manner that does notdisappoint.
Comprehensive and up-to-date- the classic visual guide to the basics of building construction For twenty-five years, Building
Construction Illustrated has offered an outstanding introduction to the principles of building construction. Now this Third Edition has
been expertly revised and updated to address the latest advances in materials, building technology, and code requirements.
Complete with more than 1,000 illustrations, the book moves through each of the key stages of the design process, from site
selection to building components, mechanical systems, and finishes. Topics within each chapter are organized according to the
CSI MasterFormat(TM), making the book extremely easy to use. Special features of this edition include integrated coverage of
environmentally friendly materials, sustainable building construction strategies, and ADA requirements, as well as the inclusion of
both metric and standard U.S. measurements throughout the book. With its clear presentation of the basic concepts underlying
building construction, Building Construction Illustrated, Third Edition equips students and professionals in all areas of architecture
and construction with useful guidelines for approaching virtually any new materials or techniques they may encounter in building
planning, design, and construction.
This guide offers an introduction to using graphic tools and drafting conventions to translate architectural ideas into effective visual
presentations, using drawings to illustrate the topic effectively. This updated edition includes new information on orthographic
projection in relation to 3D models, and revised explanations of line weights, scale and dimensioning, and perspective drawing to
clarify some of the most difficult concepts. New examples of modern furniture, APA facilities, and presentation layout provide more
up-to-date visuals, and the Reference Center features all new animations, videos, and practice exercises.
The industry-standard guide to designing well-performing buildings Architectural Detailing systematically describes the principles
by which good architectural details are designed. Principles are explained in brief, and backed by extensive illustrations that show
you how to design details that will not leak water or air, will control the flow of heat and water vapor, will adjust to all kinds of
movement, and will be easy to construct. This new third edition has been updated to conform to International Building Code 2012,
and incorporates current knowledge about new material and construction technology. Sustainable design issues are integrated
where relevant, and the discussion includes reviews of recent built works that extract underlying principles that can be the basis for
new patterns or the alteration and addition to existing patterns. Regulatory topics are primarily focused on the US, but touch on
other jurisdictions and geographic settings to give you a well-rounded perspective of the art and science of architectural detailing.
In guiding a design from idea to reality, architects design a set of details that show how a structure will be put together. Good
details are correct, complete, and provide accurate information to a wide variety of users. By demonstrating the use of detail
patterns, this book teaches you how to design a building that will perform as well as you intend. Integrate appropriate detailing into
your designs Learn the latest in materials, assemblies, and construction methods Incorporate sustainable design principles and
current building codes Design buildings that perform well, age gracefully, and look great Architects understand that aesthetics are
only a small fraction of good design, and that stability and functionality require a deep understanding of how things come together.
Architectural Detailing helps you bring it all together with a well fleshed-out design that communicates accurately at all levels of the
construction process.
A new edition of Francis D.K. Ching's illustrated guide tostructural design Structures are an essential element of the building
process, yetone of the most difficult concepts for architects to grasp. Whilestructural engineers do the detailed consulting work for
a project,architects should have enough knowledge of structural theory andanalysis to design a building. Building
StructuresIllustrated takes a new approach to structural design, showinghow structural systems of a building—such as an
integratedassembly of elements with pattern, proportions, and scale—arerelated to the fundamental aspects of architectural design.
Thebook features a one-stop guide to structural design in practice, athorough treatment of structural design as part of the
entirebuilding process, and an overview of the historical development ofarchitectural materails and structure. Illustrated throughout
withChing's signature line drawings, this new Second Edition isan ideal guide to structures for designers, builders, andstudents.
Updated to include new information on building code compliance,additional learning resources, and a new glossary of terms Offers
thorough coverage of formal and spatial composition,program fit, coordination with other building systems, codecompliance, and
much more Beautifully illustrated by the renowned Francis D.K. Ching Building Structures Illustrated, Second Edition is theideal
resource for students and professionals who want to makeinformed decisions on architectural design.
"This major new collection introduces architecture to the beginning student or anyone who wants to learn about the built
environment"-This pocket book includes everyday information which the architect/designer has to find from a wide variety of sources. The book
includes data about planning, structure, services, building elements, materials and useful addresses.
DIVLearning a new discipline is similar to learning a new language; in order to master the foundation of architecture, you must first
master the basic building blocks of its language – the definitions, function, and usage. Language of Architecture provides students
and professional architects with the basic elements of architectural design, divided into twenty-six easy-to-comprehend chapters.
This visual reference includes an introductory, historical view of the elements, as well as an overview of how these elements can
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and have been used across multiple design disciplines./divDIV /divDIVWhether you’re new to the field or have been an architect
for years, you’ll want to flip through the pages of this book throughout your career and use it as the go-to reference for inspiration,
ideas, and reminders of how a strong knowledge of the basics allows for meaningful, memorable, and beautiful fashions that
extend beyond trends./divDIV /divDIVThis comprehensive learning tool is the one book you’ll want as a staple in your
library./divDIV /div
The classic, bestselling reference on architecture now revisedand expanded! An essential one-volume reference of architectural
topics usingFrancis D.K. Ching's signature presentation. It is the onlydictionary that provides concise, accurate definitions
illustratedwith finely detailed, hand-rendered drawings. From Arch to Wood,every concept, technology, material and detail
important toarchitects and designers are presented in Ching's unique style. Combining text and drawing, each term is given a
minimumdouble-page spread on large format trim size, so that the term canbe comprehensively explored, graphically showing
relations betweenconcepts and sub-terms A comprehensive index permits the reader to locate anyimportant word in the text. This
long-awaited revision brings the latest concepts andtechnology of 21st century architecture, design and construction tothis classic
reference work It is sure to be by the side of and used by any seriousarchitect or designer, students of architecture,
interiordesigners, and those in construction.

The completely updated, illustrated bestseller on architectural graphics with over 500,000 copies sold Architectural
Graphics presents a wide range of basic graphic tools and techniques designers use to communicate architectural ideas.
Expanding upon the wealth of illustrations and information that have made this title a classic, this Fourth Edition provides
expanded and updated coverage of drawing materials, multiview drawings, paraline drawings, and perspective drawings.
Also new to this edition is the author's unique incorporation of digital technology into his successful methods. While
covering essential drawing principles, this book presents: approaches to drawing section views of building interiors,
methods for drawing modified perspectives, techniques for creating accurate shade and shadows, expert styles of
freehand sketching and diagramming, and much more.
An easy-to-use illustrated guide to building codes for residential structures As the construction industry moves to a single
set of international building codes, architects and construction professionals need an interpretive guide to understand
how the building code affects the early design of specific projects. This newest addition to Wiley’s series of focused
guides familiarizes code users with the 2009 International Residential Code® (IRC) as it applies to residential buildings.
The book provides architects, engineers, and other related building professionals with an understanding of how the
International Residential Code was developed, and how it is likely to be interpreted when applied to the design and
construction of residential buildings. • User-friendly visual format that makes finding the information you need quick and
easy • The book’s organization follows the 2009 International Residential Code itself • Nearly 900 illustrations, by
architectural illustrator Steven Juroszek in the style of noted illustrator and author Frank Ching, visualize and explain the
codes • Text written by experienced experts who have been instrumental in gaining acceptance for the new unified
building code This book is an essential companion to the IRC for both emerging practitioners and experienced
practitioners needing to understand the new IRC.
Get a realisitic guide to producing construction documents that clearly communicate the interior space of new
construction, remodeling, or installation projects with Construction Drawings and Details for Interiors. This highly visual
book: includes such details as furniture, finishes, lighting, and others. features authors? drawings as well as those from
practicing professionals. covers drafting fundamentals and conventions; drawing types, plans, and schedules; and
computer-aided design. addresses graphic language as a communication tool. details the process of creating
construction documents, the use of computers, and various reproduction systems and standards. includes examples of
both residential and commercial interiors. is an essential reference for NCIDQ examination. Order your copy today.
FULLY ILLUSTRATED, UPDATED GUIDE TO THE STRATEGIC DESIGN OF GREEN BUILDINGS In the tradition of
Building Construction Illustrated, Francis D.K. Ching and Ian M. Shapiro offer a fully illustrated guide to the theory and
practice of sustainable design. This guide provides architects, designers, and builders in the green design professional
community a framework and detailed strategies for designing substantively green buildings. With a focus on sustainable
sites, approaching and reaching net-zero energy, low and zero-water usage, minimum-impact materials and superior
indoor environmental quality, this guide explains why we need to build green, as well as green building theory and
advancements in the industry. This Second Edition includes: All-new case studies featuring geographically diverse
buildings with proven zero energy performance Expanded coverage of zero energy building design, as well as zero water
and zero waste buildings Practical guidance for the schematic design of high-performance buildings, heating and hot
water system selection, building envelope details, and integrating renewable energy Advanced strategies, such as the
concept of shape efficiency, and the optimal location for stairwells in buildings Additional strategies for affordability in
green design and construction Updated references to the latest codes and standards This Second Edition of Green
Building Illustrated is an excellent resource for professionals, students and those interested in the design and
construction of sustainable buildings.
A guide to understanding the International Building Code that uses detailed diagrams to explain the criteria for code
development and the reasons for code provisions.
Everyday Architecture of the Mid-Atlantic gives proof to the insights architecture offers into who we are culturally as a
community, a region, and a nation.
"Drawing relies on a clear vision. It also requires thought which, in, turn, builds understanding. Drawing cannot be
detached from seeing and thinking about the fundamental nature of the subject matter being represented. The knowledge
and understanding gained through drawing from life directly enhances our ability to draw from the imagination. Just as
thought can be put into words, ideas can be made visible in a drawing to promote visual thinking and further stimulate the
imagination. Once what is seen or imagined is made visible in a drawing, the image takes on a life of its own and
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communicates graphically. However eloquently or crudely, all drawings, speak to the eye." From the Preface . Francis
D.K. Ching
THE BESTSELLING, FULLY ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO THE 2018 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE Uniquely
marrying the graphic skills of bestselling author Francis D.K Ching with the code expertise of Steven Winkel, FAIA, the
new sixth edition of Building Codes Illustrated is a clear, concise, and easy-to-use visual guide to the International
Building Code (IBC) for 2018. Fully updated throughout, it highlights all of the changes to the code for quick reference
and easy navigation. It pulls out the portions of the building code that are most relevant for the architect and provides an
easy-to-understand interpretation in both words and illustrations. The first two chapters of Building Codes Illustrated: A
Guide to Understanding the 2018 International Building Code, Sixth Edition give background and context regarding the
development, organization, and use of the IBC. The following sections cover such information as: use and occupancy;
building heights and areas; types of construction; fire-resistive construction; interior finishes; means of egress;
accessibility; energy efficiency; roof assemblies; structural provisions; special inspections and tests; soils and
foundations; building materials and systems; and more. A complete, user-friendly guide to code-compliant projects
Highlights all the significant changes in the 2018 IBC Uses clear language and Frank Ching's distinctive illustrations to
demystify the 2018 International Build Code (IBC) text Provides students and professionals with a fundamental
understanding of IBC development, interpretation, and application Building Codes Illustrated: A Guide to Understanding
the 2018 International Building Code gives students and professionals in architecture, interior design, construction, and
engineering a user-friendly, easy-to-use guide to the fundamentals of the 2018 IBC.
THE BESTSELLING, FULLY ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO THE 2018 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE Uniquely marrying the graphic skills
of bestselling author Francis D.K Ching with the code expertise of Steven Winkel, FAIA, the new sixth edition of Building Codes Illustrated is a
clear, concise, and easy-to-use visual guide to the International Building Code (IBC) for 2018. Fully updated throughout, it highlights all of the
changes to the code for quick reference and easy navigation. It pulls out the portions of the building code that are most relevant for the
architect and provides an easy-to-understand interpretation in both words and illustrations. The first two chapters of Building Codes
Illustrated: A Guide to Understanding the 2018 International Building Code, Sixth Edition give background and context regarding the development, organization, and use of the IBC. The following sections cover such information as: use and occupancy; building heights and areas;
types of construction; fire-resistive construction; interior finishes; means of egress; accessibility; energy efficiency; roof assemblies; structural
provisions; special inspections and tests; soils and foundations; building materials and systems; and more. A complete, user-friendly guide to
code-compliant projects Highlights all the significant changes in the 2018 IBC Uses clear language and Frank Ching's distinctive illustrations
to demystify the 2018 International Build Code (IBC) text Provides students and professionals with a fundamental understanding of IBC
development, interpretation, and application Building Codes Illustrated: A Guide to Understanding the 2018 International Building Code gives
students and professionals in architecture, interior design, construction, and engineering a user-friendly, easy-to-use guide to the
fundamentals of the 2018 IBC.
The 'Architect's Bible' since 1932, updated with the latest codes and standards Architectural Graphic Standards is the written authority for
architects, designers, and building contractors. It provides comprehensive guidance on the visual representation of materials, products,
systems, and assemblies. Updated to reflect the most current codes and standards, this new 12th edition features over 300 new drawings,
tables, and designs and twenty-five percent new content. In response to architects' feedback and overwhelming demand for a more graphicsheavy format, this edition employs shorter, more accessible texts and more images of the standards and evolution of design and construction.
New coverage includes building resiliency and the building envelope, expert discussion on the fundamentals of design and construction
documentation, and new examination of environmental factors and material properties and performance. Sustainable Design is no longer
separated, but incorporated throughout, and extensive appendices keep useful data right at your fingertips. Graphic standards are essential
to building design. They cover everything from door frames and roof designs to air ducts and outdoor sports facilities. This meticulous
resource provides a compendium of planning standards, optimum dimensions, and normative construction details. The book is organized into
three core sections covering: design and documentation, materials, and building elements. Architectural Graphic Standards features: Key
architectural design and production processes—functional planning, environmental assessment, building resiliency, and architectural
construction documentation Thorough coverage of materials: concrete, masonry, metals, wood, plastics, composites, and glass An
exhaustive survey of building elements—substructures, shells, services, equipment, furnishings, special structures, and siteworks
Comprehensive appendixes filled with pertinent data such as: classic architectural elements, mathematical data, and structural calculations
Endorsed by the American Institute of Architects, this book has an enduring and unsurpassed reputation for high-quality illustration, text, and
graphic design. For crucial information in a user-friendly format, Architectural Graphic Standards is the go-to reference on building design and
construction.
The gold-standard design and documentation reference for students Architectural Graphic Standards, Student Edition condenses key
information from the definitive industry reference to provide students with a powerful learning resource. Covering design and documentation
for a variety of projects, this book offers extensive visuals backed by expert discussion to prepare students for work in a modern professional
practice. This new 12th edition has been significantly updated to provide the latest information on important architectural developments and
movements, with detailed coverage of sustainability, economy, technology, and more alongside current building standards and best practices.
The companion website features sample curricula, student exercises, and classroom projects to aid the understanding of developing
designers, and links to additional resources include professional associations, manufacturers' websites, and architectural articles to help
students stay up-to-date as the field continues to evolve. Architectural Graphic Standards is the gold-standard reference for practicing
architects, engineers, and builders; this Student Edition introduces key elements in a way that's relevant to the budding designer, along with
ancillary materials that facilitate internalization. Delve into the design and documentation process for building materials and elements, as
used in today's real-world practice Discover the latest advances in sustainability, digital fabrication, building information modeling, and more
Learn the building standards and best practices for a wide variety of architectural details Examine thousands of illustrations, richly detailed
graphics, PowerPoint slides, and links to additional resources Simply "knowing" graphic and documentation standards is not enough; future
architects and engineers must develop an instinctual understanding and reflexive use of much of this material. Architectural Graphic
Standards, Student Edition provides the depth and breadth of coverage they need, and the expert guidance that will help them succeed.
Architectural GraphicsJohn Wiley & Sons
THE CLASSIC ARCHITECTURAL REFERENCE, UPDATED WITH CONTEMPORARY EXAMPLES AND INTERACTIVE RESOURCES For
more than forty years, the beautifully illustrated Architecture: Form, Space, and Order has served as the classic introduction to the basic
vocabulary of architectural design. The updated and revised Fourth Edition features the fundamental elements of space and form and is
designed to encourage critical thought in order to promote a more evocative understanding of architecture. Architecture: Form, Space, and
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Order distills complex concepts of design into a clear focus and brings difficult abstractions to life. The book explains form and space in
relation to light, view, openings, and enclosures and explores the organization of space, and the elements and relationships of circulation, as
well as proportion and scale. In addition, the text’s detailed illustrations demonstrate the concepts presented and reveal the relationships
between fundamental elements of architecture through the ages and across cultures. This edition includes an access card with a redemption
code for the online Interactive Resource Center, which features thirty-five animations, flashcards of key architectural terms, and an image
gallery showcasing hundreds of photos that enrich the book’s content.
Get the completely revised edition to mastering the visual language of architecture. In his distinctive graphic style, world-renowned author and
architecture educator Francis D.K. Ching takes us on another exciting journey through the process of creation. In Design Drawing, Second
Edition, he unmasks the basic cognitive processes that drive visual perception and expression, incorporating observation, memory, and
rendering into a creative whole. This edition unites imaginative vision with fundamental architectural principles to cover the traditional basics
of drawing, including line, shape, tone, and space. Guiding the reader step-by-step through the entire drawing process, Design Drawing also
examines different types of drawing techniques such as multiview, paraline, and perspective drawings -- and how they can be applied to
achieve stunning results. In addition, this edition: Goes beyond basic drawing books—Ching not only covers the principles, media, and
techniques of drawing, but also places these within the context of what and why designers draw. Features more than 1,500 hand-rendered
drawings—beautiful illustrations that reinforce the concepts and lessons of each chapter. Includes a supplemental CD-ROM—viewers will gain
a greater appreciation of the techniques presented in this book through the power of animation, video, and 3D models. Twelve new modules
are included, as is a video of the author demonstrating freehand techniques in a step-by-step manner. For professional architects, designers,
fine artists, illustrators, teachers and students alike, this all-in-one package is both an effective tool and an outstanding value, demonstrating
concepts and techniques in a visually stimulating format that transends comparable works in the field.
“Green Building Illustrated is a must-read for students and professionals in the building industry. The combination of incredibly expressive
illustrations and accessible technical writing make concepts of green building on paper as intuitive as they would be if you toured a space with
experts in sustainable building.” —Rick Fedrizzi, President, CEO, and Founding Chair of the U.S. Green Building Council “The authors of
Green Building Illustrated deliver clear and intelligent text, augmented by straightforward but compelling illustrations describing green building
basics. This comprehensive book covers everything from the definition of green building, to details of high performance design, to sensible
applications of renewable energy. This is a book with appeal for all architects and designers, because it addresses general principles such as
holistic and integrated design, along with practical realities like affordability and energy codes. Green Building Illustrated describes a pathway
for reaching Architecture 2030’s carbon emission reduction targets for the built environment.”—Ed Mazria, founder of Architecture 2030 “…a
neophyte will have a very good overview of all the factors involved in green building. I see some excellent pedagogy at work!” — Jim
Gunshinan, Editor, Home Energy Magazine Francis D.K. Ching brings his signature graphic style to the topic of sustainable design In the
tradition of the classic Building Construction Illustrated, Francis D.K. Ching and Ian M. Shapiro offer a graphical presentation to the theory,
practices, and complexities of sustainable design using an approach that proceeds methodically. From the outside to the inside of a building,
they cover all aspects of sustainability, providing a framework and detailed strategies to design buildings that are substantively green. The
book begins with an explanation of why we need to build green, the theories behind it and current rating systems before moving on to a
comprehensive discussion of vital topics. These topics include site selection, passive design using building shape, water conservation,
ventilation and air quality, heating and cooling, minimum-impact materials, and much more. Explains the fundamental issues of sustainable
design and construction in a beautifully illustrated format Illustrated by legendary author, architect, and draftsman Francis D.K. Ching, with
text by recognized engineer and researcher Ian M. Shapiro Ideal for architects, engineers, and builders, as well as students in these fields
Sure to be the standard reference on the subject for students, professionals, and anyone interested in sustainable design and construction of
buildings, Green Building Illustrated is an informative, practical, and graphically beautiful resource.
A superb visual reference to the principles of architecture Now including interactive CD-ROM! For more than thirty years, the beautifully
illustrated Architecture: Form, Space, and Order has been the classic introduction to the basic vocabulary of architectural design. The
updated Third Edition features expanded sections on circulation, light, views, and site context, along with new considerations of
environmental factors, building codes, and contemporary examples of form, space, and order. This classic visual reference helps both
students and practicing architects understand the basic vocabulary of architectural design by examining how form and space are ordered in
the built environment.? Using his trademark meticulous drawing, Professor Ching shows the relationship between fundamental elements of
architecture through the ages and across cultural boundaries. By looking at these seminal ideas, Architecture: Form, Space, and Order
encourages the reader to look critically at the built environment and promotes a more evocative understanding of architecture. In addition to
updates to content and many of the illustrations, this new edition includes a companion CD-ROM that brings the book's architectural concepts
to life through three-dimensional models and animations created by Professor Ching.

The first European edition of Francis DK Ching’s classic visual guide to the basics of building construction. For nearly
four decades, the US publication Building Construction Illustrated has offered an outstanding introduction to the principles
of building construction. This new European edition focuses on the construction methods most commonly used in
Europe, referring largely to UK Building Regulations overlaid with British and European, while applying Francis DK
Ching’s clear graphic signature style. It provides a coherent and essential primer, presenting all of the basic concepts
underlying building construction and equipping readers with useful guidelines for approaching any new materials or
techniques they may encounter. European Building Construction Illustrated provides a comprehensive and lucid
presentation of everything from foundations and floor systems to finish work. Laying out the material and structural
choices available, it provides a full understanding of how these choices affect a building?s form and dimensions.
Complete with more than 1000 illustrations, the book moves through each of the key stages of the design process, from
site selection to building components, mechanical systems and finishes. Illustrated throughout with clear and accurate
drawings that effectively communicate construction processes and materials Provides an overview of the mainstream
construction methods used in Europe Based around the UK regulatory framework, the book refers to European level
regulations where appropriate. References leading environmental assessment methods of BREEAM and LEED, while
outlining the Passive House Standard Includes emerging construction methods driven by the sustainability agenda, such
as structural insulated panels and insulating concrete formwork Features a chapter dedicated to construction in the
Middle East, focusing on the Gulf States
Praise for the First Edition "Because of its exceptionally wide perspective, even architectural historians who do not teach
general survey courses are likely to enjoy and appreciate it." —Annali d'architettura "Not only does A Global History of
Architecture own the territory (of world architecture), it pulls off this audacious task with panache, intelligence, and—for the
most part—grace." —Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians Revised and updated—the compelling history of the
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world's great architectural achievements Organized along a global timeline, A Global History of Architecture, Second
Edition has been updated and revised throughout to reflect current scholarship. Spanning from 3,500 b.c.e. to the
present, this unique guide is written by an all-star team of architectural experts in their fields who emphasize the
connections, contrasts, and influences of architectural movements throughout history. The architectural history of the
world comes to life through a unified framework for interpreting and understanding architecture, supplemented by rich
drawings from the renowned Frank Ching, as well as brilliant photographs. This new Second Edition: Delivers more
coverage of non-Western areas, particularly Africa, South Asia, South East Asia, and Pre-Columbian America Is
completely re-designed with full-color illustrations throughout Incorporates additional drawings by Professor Ching,
including new maps with more information and color Meets the requirements set by the National Architectural Accrediting
Board (NAAB) for "non-Western" architecture in history education. Offers new connections to a companion Web site,
including Google EarthTM coordinates for ease of finding sites. Architecture and art enthusiasts will find A Global History
of Architecture, Second Edition perpetually at their fingertips.
Now more than ever, architects need an interpretive guide to understand how the building code affects the early design
of specific projects. This easy-to-use, illustrative guide is part of a new series covering building codes based on the
International Building Code for 2006. This book presents the complex code issues inherent to elementary and secondary
school design in a clear, easily understandable format.
The Second Edition of this classic introduction to the principles of architecture is everything you would expect from the
celebrated architect, author, and illustrator, Francis D. K. Ching. Each page has been meticulously revised to incorporate
contemporary examples of the principles of form, space, and order-the fundamental vocabulary of every designer. The
result is a beautifully illustrated volume that embraces today's forms and looks at conventional models with a fresh
perspective. Here, Ching examines every principal of architecture, juxtaposing images that span centuries and cross
cultural boundaries to create a design vocabulary that is both elemental and timeless. Among the topics covered are
point, line, plane, volume, proportion, scale, circulation, and the interdependence of form and space. While this revision
continues to be a comprehensive primer on the ways form and space are interrelated and organized in the shaping of our
environment, it has been refined to amplify and clarify concepts. In addition, the Second Edition contains: * Numerous
new hand-rendered drawings * Expanded sections on openings and scale * Expanded chapter on design principles *
New glossary and index categorized by the author * New 8 1/2 × 11 upright trim In the Second Edition of Architecture:
Form, Space, and Order, the author has opted for a larger format and crisper images. Mr. Ching has retained the style of
his hand-lettered text, a hallmark of each of his books. This rich source of architectural prototypes, each rendered in Mr.
Ching's signature style, also serves as a guide to architectural drawing. Doubtless, many will want this handsome volume
for the sheer beauty of it. Architects and students alike will treasure this book for its wealth of practical information and its
precise illustrations. Mr. Ching has once again created a visual reference that illuminates the world of architectural form.
Concise lessons in design, drawing, the creative process, and presentation, from the basics of “How to Draw a Line” to
the complexities of color theory. This is a book that students of architecture will want to keep in the studio and in their
backpacks. It is also a book they may want to keep out of view of their professors, for it expresses in clear and simple
language things that tend to be murky and abstruse in the classroom. These 101 concise lessons in design, drawing, the
creative process, and presentation—from the basics of "How to Draw a Line" to the complexities of color theory—provide a
much-needed primer in architectural literacy, making concrete what too often is left nebulous or open-ended in the
architecture curriculum. Each lesson utilizes a two-page format, with a brief explanation and an illustration that can range
from diagrammatic to whimsical. The lesson on "How to Draw a Line" is illustrated by examples of good and bad lines; a
lesson on the dangers of awkward floor level changes shows the television actor Dick Van Dyke in the midst of a pratfall;
a discussion of the proportional differences between traditional and modern buildings features a drawing of a building
split neatly in half between the two. Written by an architect and instructor who remembers well the fog of his own student
days, 101 Things I Learned in Architecture School provides valuable guideposts for navigating the design studio and
other classes in the architecture curriculum. Architecture graduates—from young designers to experienced
practitioners—will turn to the book as well, for inspiration and a guide back to basics when solving a complex design
problem.
Announcing the new revised edition of the classic industry reference! Landscape Graphics is the architect’s ultimate
guide to all the basic graphics techniques used in landscape design and landscape architecture. Progressing from the
basics into more sophisticated techniques, this guide offers clear instruction on graphic language and the design process,
the basics of drafting, lettering, freehand drawing and conceptual diagramming, perspective drawing, section elevations,
and more. It also features carefully sequenced exercises, a complete file of graphic symbols for sections and
perspectives, and a handy appendix of conversions and equivalents.
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